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Empty Bowls 
Another successful community event!  We had a great showing of volunteers from the guild 
who made nearly 300 bowls, baked buns, and hosted a wonderful fundraiser in support of the 
Williams Lake Food Bank.  We are also very grateful to the Legion, the Bean Counter, Sure 
Catering (TRU Cafe) Karen Day, MaryAnne Therrien and Jackie Pooni who donated soup, to the 
CAC who donated money toward clay, and to the Legion for providing the venue.  On Monday 
we will learn how much money we made with the bowls and with the silent auction. Thanks to 
committee members Alison, Jill, Caren, Jude, & Cary.  At the March meeting there will be a 
review of the event:  What worked well, what would we change or do better.  Please come to 
the meeting with feedback on this and bring any comments you may have picked up from the 
community.


Beginner Classes 
Classes finish up this week.  We are so lucky to have fun & eager participants every year.  

Once again, a wonderful effort by teachers & helpers, and competent coordination by Buff.

Always looking to improve, what are your suggestions for next year’s classes.  Sometimes it’s 
good to reflect while memories are fresh.


Point To Ponder... downloaded from a Facebook clay group comment.

“When I was taking classes, I would take reused dry cleaning bags and spray the splash pan 
with water, stick the bag on there and never have to clean the tray at the end of class.  I HATED 
cleaning that stupid tray with 10 min left of class because 10 other ppl were in the way at the 
sink. If you are a hobby potter or taking classes wrapping your tray in reused dry cleaning 
plastic is a great idea.  Also I would take the clay home in the plastic, recycle the clay, dry out 
the plastic and reuse the next week.you don't have to throw the plastic away. Maybe using new 
plastic is not a great idea.  But reusing plastic that is already produced for another purposes 
this is fantastic for those who take classes. At home in my studio, unless I am throwing a 
different clay that I need to keep separate, I just let my clay build up, and clean it out when I 
need to. But I hated cleaning out clay at the end of the night in classes.”


Slab Roller
The old Slab Roller is up for sale at $250. The owner will be determined by a draw at the March 
meeting.  The following  people have shown an interest. If you want to enter please let Buff 
know.
Melissa Normandin
Christine Schiller
Susan Means
Nola Keenan
Cindy Faulkner
Anne Potter
Daniela Calzavacca

Gallery Show 
Next on the guild calendar:  Members Show at the Station House  for April.




The guild presently has 38 paid members.  It is our goal to have each of you put something in 
the show.  Some of you are beginners and some have been working with clay for a long time.  
The show should and will reflect that range.  The theme, “Playful Nature” lends itself to wide 
interpretation.  Even using the drying technique pictured at the top, don’t leave it much longer if 
you haven’t started to make something.  Firing & glazing are never fast.

The gallery requires each of us who are participating to submit a biography & photo.  It just 
needs to be a short paragraph which must be written in the third person.

You will soon be receiving an email asking for a commitment to this show.

Ideas, ideas...




Hint: always glaze the inside of a pot first.  That way any drips that get on 
the outside can be wiped away easily.  If glazing a pot with a hole in the 
side, use painters tape to keep the glaze from spilling out the hole.


Oops!


March Meeting  
Monday, March 4th 
7:00pm at the Art Centre. (Guild) 

Demo: Jude🤗 is going to make 3 mugs... Showing some different handbuilding techniques 
that allow you to start out with the exact same slab, yet end up with 3 completely different 
looks.

Goodies: Lorna🧁 

Cleaners: Lorna & Joan.🧹 🧹 

Cleaners needed for April 🧹 🧹 




Cheers, Christy



